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Picture Perfect  
The Chicago Conservation Center brings damaged photos, art back to life  
By Amy Hoak Herald & Review Staff Writer 
 
DECATUR — The tornados of 1996 severely 
damaged a local doctor's photographs.  
When he called Peerless Restoration Services to 
help deal with the destruction created by glass 
shards and two-by-fours, there was nothing the 
local company could do, said owner Brad Wike. 
The company specializes in cleaning up after water 
or fire rips through a home. For fine art, they ask 
for help.  
 
We boxed the photos and sent them to The Chicago 
Conservation Center, Wike said. When they came 
back, they looked brand new. 
 
Work done by The Center was displayed Thursday 
at an afternoon slide show and lecture at Millikin University. Peerless helped set up the talk. 
 
One of the conservation center's major projects is restoring murals in Chicago public schools. The conservation 
Center has already brought back to life 411 murals destroyed by graffiti, painted over or just plain dirty.  
 
When restored to their original beauty, the art becomes learning tools for the students, said Megan Ann Jones, 
special projects officer for The Center. 
 
The conservation center also cleaned up art seen in the Illinois Supreme Court Library. 
 
Illinois embraced public art in the first half of the 1900s, Jones said. Though Chicago has a plethora of murals to its 
credit, she remarked at the famous mural in Decatur's own post office one that highlights the area's agriculture and 
industry. 
 
All the post office murals are interesting. In the schools, they speak to broad themes and educational ideas and are 
more historical than localized, she said. Post office murals speak to the community. 
 
Gordon Harris, a framer at Nova Gallery, attended the Thursday talk. He said he found it interesting to hear about 
the amount of schooling it takes to work on restoration projects, work that requires mastery of not only art and art 
history but also chemistry. He never would risk buying a cleaning kit and doing a restoration job on his own. 
 
You don't want to use soap and water; it gets behind the paint and its gets worse, he said. If you don't have the right 
chemistry to do it, you'll go clear through the paint. 
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